PEAK
PERFORMANCE
Program
Peak Performance
Program $3,980
 Focus on achieving specific
goals and quick results

A 60 day mentoring program to gain
clarity, confidence and motivation
Peak Performance

success is to set SMART goals then

 Five 1 hour sessions with a Sol

Master Coach over a 2 month
period
 One on one, personalised

Work

one-on-one

with

an

make them happen. As you begin

experienced and skilled coach to

this journey of success you will

achieve results you want and have

consistently be achieving more then

a positive can do thinking process

you thought possible and set even

to win in life.

more amazing and inspiring goals to

program

aim for with your Sol Coach. There

 Next Level Master Class
 Ongoing Support

See for yourself

is always the next level in life and

You can try a 1 hour professional

success to look forward to, so enjoy

introductory coaching session at

the journey with Sol Results.

no cost and discover for yourself

Improve your thinking
and create a positive
mindset

L1, 108 Rundle Street, Kent Town, SA 5067

One of the secrets to achieving

Tel 08 8362 3111

just how much more you could

Take action and call 1800 251 385

achieve and how much faster you

to book your free session and start

could do it.

achieving your goals.

FIND OUT MORE
SOLRESULTS.COM

Information Technology Solutions

It’s time to make your desires
your reality
“Coaching makes you

 Bust through barriers

accountable in achieving your

 Hit your targets

goals and gives you strategies to
implement them within the

 Feel more fulfilled

timeframe”

 Make better decisions

Dr James N Richards

 Achieve more every day
“The impact of coaching on my

 Create a high-performance
culture

entire life has been incredible! I
have progressed from being a
manager to owning my own

 Enjoy work and life more

business…..And my business
has been growing at a rate of
between 15% to 25% on a
monthly basis for the last 12
months. Life is good!!”

Minh Hai Nguyen,
Pharmacist

When you work with one of the SOL Results Master

At SOL Results we are committed to ensuring that

Coaches you’re on the way to achieving a healthy,

you get the results that you want. Our Coaching

balanced lifestyle, as well as maintaining your business

Program will create for you dramatically positive

performance. SOL Results Master Coaches, Stan, John,

changes in your life.

Manuel and Peter have a wealth of experience in
business and know how to overcome the challenges

If you are not satisfied with any area of your life….be

faced by active business people every day.

it finances, relationships, health, your business or
career, then now is the time for you to enrol in SOL

If you want outstanding results and success in your

Results Coaching Program.

business and still want to enjoy your life, SOL Results can
help you!

You will discover strategies for overcoming obstacles

Committed to helping
you learn, grow and
achieve

in your way and together with your coach we shall
develop a strategic plan that will give you clarity of
your goals and the action plan that will ensure that
you get there.

Contact our office for a complimentary introduction
coaching session, call 1800 251 385.
FIND OUT MORE
SOLRESULTS.COM
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Tel 08 8362 3111

